Learning and relearning ability is important to partner robots. From this point of view, here we propose an intelligent learning system with voice instruction recognition and action learning function.
Introduction
Robots which work around us in our daily lives can be called "partner robots". Nowadays, pet robots, housework robots, patrol robots of security, etc, appear more and more. Intelligence, a key word for partner robots, attracts not only users of robots but also designers and developers of robotics.
This study addresses learning and relearning ability of a robot, which can be considered as a kind of intelligence of machines. Input information to a machine is supposed as voice instructions and the output of the machine is expected to be correct actions and visual "feelings" of the machine. This process may be simply categorized into pattern recognition study, however, we think it belongs to machine learning field because both instructor (i.e. maybe a human) and learner (a robot, or a machine) have their subjectivities during the recognition and learning process. From this standpoint, we propose a voice instruction learning system as an internal model of partner robots in this paper.
To classify input information, Kohonen's selforganizing map (SOM) is adopted [1] [2] [3] [4] . SOM is a kind of powerful neural network which has been developed to be a number of kinds and applied on pattern recognition, image processing, visualization, intelligent control, and so on [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] 18] . It uses a competitive learning process to cluster input features onto a visualized and topological map. Cottrell et al: proved SOM's theoretical properties in the general case [5] . More than 7,000 research papers, including its variations and applications, are collected in [6] . However, there are still some problems exist in the standard SOM:
1) The size and the topology of map need to be defined prospectively;
2) How to detect the boundary of clusters; 3) How to tune parameters such as learning rate and neighborhood size.
To solve the first and the second problems, growing structure methods are proposed by [7, 8] . We proposed "Transient-SOM (T-SOM)" [10, 11] which has a hierarchical structure with multiple maps including a memory layer to store "matured unit" and a labeling layer to define the output of feature map which is a standard SOM [12] . T-SOM was applied on a hand image instruction learning system [10, 11] and successfully installed into a pet robot "AIBO" (Sony Ltd., 2003) [13] . In this paper, we intend to improve T-SOM to deal with the third problem of SOM using a new annealing plan proposed recently by Berglund and Sitte [9] . In [9] , the parameterless SOM algorithm (PLSOM) calculates learning rate and neighborhood size with local quadratic fitting error (squared error; SE) of the map to the input space. The algorithm is adopted into our T-SOM and a parameter-less T-SOM (PL-T-SOM) is proposed here. Furthermore, T-SOM and PL-T-SOM are applied to construct a voice instruction learning system as an internal model of robot with intelligence of learning and relearning abilities (adaptability) mentioned above.
Four kinds of voice instructions in Japanese were used to be learned at first, and same instructions in English, Chinese and Malaysian were learned additionally in experiments. The results of experiments showed the proposed learning system is effective and PL-T-SOM showed higher efficiency comparing with T-SOM.
System

Structure and Process
The structure (information process chart) of a hand gesture instruction learning system is shown in Figure  1 . There are 5 layers including Input Layer, Feature Map, Action Map, Feeling Map, and Memory Map. The flow chart of learning process is shown in Figure 2 . Details of processing are described in Subsection 2.2.
T-SOM and PL-T-SOM
To realize learning, relearning, and additional learning, we proposed Transient-SOM (T-SOM) in [10] . T-SOM consists of 4 layers as same as shown in Figure 1 : Input Layer, Feature Map, Action Map and Memory Layer. The standard SOM algorithm is used in T-SOM, but there are two different processes between them: 1) to deal with the oversize of input categories, a long-term-memory layer is added to store matured best match units (BMUs). Matching cost is also reduced because the input pattern is compared with the Memory Layer at first, and if it has been learned (stored) then an action can be selected directly without Feature Map; 2) to label categories of input, T-SOM using a reinforcement learning algorithm while learning vector quantizer (LVQ-I) [4] is usually used for the standard SOM. These two processes make Feature Map be no more than a transient process layer, and the units of it is able to be initialized, so we called our SOM as Transient-SOM (T-SOM).
To solve the third problem of standard SOM, i.e., how to reduce learning rate and neighborhood size according to iteration times during training, Berglund and Sitte [9] proposed a parameterless SOM (PLSOM) which used local quadratic error (the distance from the input to the weight vector of BMU) to overcome annealing problem of the standard SOM. It is obviously that PLSOM is also available to be adopted into T-SOM. The details are described in Step 3 of T-SOM and PL-T-SOM algorithms later. T-SOM and PL-T-SOM algorithms are summarized as following: Figure 1 . The structure of a voice instruction learning system. using T-SOM and PL-T-SOM. 
where α(t) is learning rate and h ci (t) is a neighborhood function.
In standard SOM, h ci (t) is given by Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) and α(t) calculated by an annealing scheme given by Eq. (5).
where d(i, c) denotes the Euclidean distance from the unit i to BMU c.
where 0<δ β <1 and 0<δ α <1 . In T-SOM, α(t)=1.0, and h ci is calculated by Eq. (6) simply, i.e., t is not considered, no annealing scheme.
In PL-T-SOM, α(t), β(t), δ α and δ β are replace by a parameter I which is a predetermined iteration times (Eq. (7) and Eq. (8)).
For α(0), β(0) can be set initially as 0.8 for example, less parameters is used in PL-T-SOM, and fine modification of Feature Map is able to be realized by this annealing plan. -Step 4: Vector quantization (labeling). After sufficient iterations of Step 3, i.e., if the distance from a BMU to the input is less than a threshold value, the input pattern is classified to be a unit of Action Map. This process is as same as LVQ-I [4] , but labeling units of Action Map is executed by a reinforcement learning algorithm described in Step 5. -Step 5: Action learning. Using a reinforcement learning algorithm described in subsection 2.4, robot learns to select "correct actions" for instructor. -Step 6: Additional learning. For new instruction learning, T-SOM and PL-T-SOM store the succeeded unit weights into Memory Layer, and reset the units of Feature Map into random value. Additional learning or refresh learning then is able to repeat from Step 1.
Extract Feature
SOM has been widely used in many pattern recognition fields including speech signal processing [14, 15] . Data of voice is a kind of time series data, and recognition can be executed using many methods such as frequency analysis, hidden Markov models (HMM), and SOM. We tried to use average frequency and average amplitude of sound wave in a series of intervals to extract the feature of a voice instruction, and obtained similar results of recognition accuracy. Left column in Figure 3 shows noise eliminated and normalized voice instruction inputs, and right column in Figure 3 shows features extracted by average amplitude in 20 intervals (dimensions). This method is used in learning and additional learning experiments and the details is given by Section 3.
Reinforcement learning of action
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a powerful learning algorithm by awarding a learner for correct action (adaptive behavior to its environment), and punishing anti-adaptiveactions, i.e, trial-and-error search, widely used in autonomous system, intelligent control, nonlinear prediction and so on [12] . The elements of the learning system usually include: 1) action policy of agent; 2) reward function (reward or punishment from environment) and 3) value function of state-action. In this research, the instructor presents instructions in voice to robot that means a state of the environment s t is observed by the robot (learner), the robot intends to select a valuable action a t (i) according to a stochastic action policy π given by Gibbs distribution 
Feeling Map
To express the degree of how a voice instruction is learned by robot, a Feeling Map which has the same number of units with Action Map is designed ( Figure  1 ). The distance from input pattern to BMU of Feature Map and the reward from instructor are used to calculate feeling values which is normalized in [-1.0, 1.0] where high positive value means happiness and 0.0 is the initial value of each unit. The learning algorithm is used as same as [17] , also used in [10] and [11] so we do not describe it in detail here. 
Experiment and Result
Four kinds of voice instructions were used in experiments: sit down, lie down, stand up and walk. Instructions in Japanese were used to training the system then other 3 languages were used to confirm additional learning ability of the system. Figure 3 shows an example of instruction "sit down" pronounced in Japanese ("Osuwari"), English ("Sit"), Chinese ("Zuoxia") and Malaysian ("Duduk"). The original voices were recorded and executed preprocessing, i.e., noise elimination and normalization. There were 3 samples were used for each kind of language while 4 actions with 48 samples. Parameters used in the experiment are shown in Table 2 . At the time of iteration 58, Action 4 was learned perfectly because the feeling value rose to the highest value 1.0, which means that the distance from the input to the BMU of Feature Map was reduced to a convergence either (Figure 4 (b) ). The matured units of each map were initialized again in the next step to prepare for additional learning as shown as in Figure 4 (c). Figure 5 shows mean squared error (MSE) reduced (upper) and feeling values increased (lower) with learning steps in ten runs of learning and additional experiments using T-SOM.
All instructions were trained till MSE reduced to convergent levels, however, the last two additional learning, i.e., Chinese and Malaysian, showed disturbances of matching errors.
The comparison between T-SOM and PL-T-SOM was performed with the total SE (summation of MSE of all instructions in 4 languages), and the results showed PL-T-SOM proposed in this paper obtained better convergence than conventional T-SOM ( Figure  6 ). The reason can be considered that annealing plan used in PL-T-SOM tuned the weights of Feature Map more accurately in the training process.
Conclusion
A voice instruction learning system is proposed as an internal model of partner robots in this paper. A novel self-organizing map, PL-T-SOM is developed to recognize and store input patterns of voice instructions. A feeling map is proposed to calculate recognizing rate and degree of action learning in the learning system. Experiment results showed proposed PL-T-SOM had higher learning efficiency than T-SOM. The proposed system is expected to be applied on real partner robots online to confirm its practical performance in the future. 
